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congenital lop ear surgery
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ethmoidectomy, 207, 207 -205
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Bleeding, nasal, (see Epistaxis)
Blow-out fractures, 402

enopthalmos and,33
fractures associated with, 69
radiographic evaluation of ,6g-G9, 69

Breast cancer, hy_pophysectomy procedures
for. 154

Caldwell view
frontal sinus, 52
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paranasal sinuses, 44, 45

Caldwell-Luc procedure
anesthesia,325
antrum penetration, 328-329
canine fossa fenestration, JZS, 329-J2g
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Canine fossa, 325, 328-329
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nasal reconstruction, 521,
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tumors)
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site selection of
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oropharyngeal wall,94
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tonsils,94

squamous cell
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radiographic appearance of, 58
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Cartilage, nose
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rilnoplasty of, 533, 534-S3S
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$pes of, 529, 532-533
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Cauliflower ear, 533
Cauterization techniques, for epistaxis

chemical,445
electrocauterv, 44

Cavernous sinus, thrombosis of,35
CDCR, (see
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Cellulitis, computed tomographic

appearance of,49
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acoustic neuromas, (see Acoustic
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cysts
cholesterol, 83-84
epidermoids,83

meningiomas, 82-83
Cerebrospinal fluid
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decription o1314
otorrhea and, comparison, 314
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radiographic imaging of , 293, 294
repak of,287
keatrnent modalities for, 294

during mastoid surgery, 318
middle cranial fossa approach, 319,

320,321
middle ear, 318
overview, 317-318
posterior frcssa surgery, g?l
surgical indications, 294
during translabyrinthine operatiory

319, 319
otorrhea

description of ,374
otorhinorrhea and, comparison, 314
pathogenesis ol 315-315

reduction of, during temporal bone
resection, 645-6M

rhinorrhea, 77, 7 3, 16f.-167
appearanc€ of,289,2X)
diagnosis of

fluorescein test, 290-299, Zgl-292
patient history questions, ZB9-Z9O
radiographic studies, Z9g -294,

293-294
from dural defects, 282
from endoscopic surgery, Zlg
etiology of,287-288
frontal sinus fractures and, 278
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diagnosis, 290,290
radiographic imaging of ,29e, 292
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signs and symptoms of ,289
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ethmoid sinus
surgical anatomy, 298, 305
surgical repair
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fluorescein use, 305, 309
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instrumentation, 305
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patient preparation, 305
penetration of ethmoid labyrinth,

n5, n7
septal mucosal flap, 30.5, 309,

309-310,317
sutures, 311

through frontal sinus
description of ,294
illustration of , 296-297
repair procedure, Z9g, Z9g-902

tfuough sphenoid sinus
description of, 311
surgical repair

case study, 313
description of,311
incisions, 3'11, 31.2
indications for adipose tissue

obliteration, 314
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septal mucosal fIap,3ll, 3IZ
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description of ,374
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pathogenesis ol 315*31b
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